FAQs
Can’t find the answer you’re looking for? Get in touch with
hello@planet-v.co.uk and we’ll be happy to help.
General
What does the V stand for in Planet V?
We named our planet ‘V’ after the concept behind it—video.
What is Premium Video Inventory (PVI)?
High-production quality video, as you’d expect from the UK’s favourite channel, our inventory is sourced
from ITV’s extensive library.
As an advertiser, how can I get started?
Please email hello@planet-v.co.uk and we’ll be in touch.
How can I set up a campaign?
It’s simple to get started once you have an account and our teams are on hand to support you. If you'd like
further advice, please contact the user support team on hello@planet-v.co.uk
How far in advance can I book a campaign?
If your creative is ready and has been approved by Clearcast and ITV, you can go live as soon as you’ve
planned and launched your campaign in the platform.
Which specs apply and how do I upload my content?
Visit our Resources section and click ‘Online Video Specifications’ for specifications as well as uploading
instructions. As other broadcasters come on board we will update specs according to their requirements.

Targeting
How can I target my campaigns with Planet V?
For ITV programmes viewed on ITV Hub, all users are signed in and identified individually by their registered
accounts. Therefore, most Planet V products target people viewing through their logged in account.
Depending on your campaign objective, there are various product features that can help to achieve any
number of campaign outcomes, from reach—driving brand awareness and recall—to promoting familiarity
and affinity with your brand or product.

How many external data sources can plug into the new platform?
The platform already is equipped with a rich set of targeting options:
• ITV registration profile and behavioural audiences
• Hundreds of audiences created from selected third parties
• You can also on-board your own agency or advertiser data sets and use these to create custom audience
segments via our Data Match option

Data Compliance
How does Planet V protect my user data to comply with GDPR?
Please refer to our data information sheet in the Resources section of our website.

Decisioning and Optimisation
Can I optimise my campaign in Planet V just like I would through a traditional DSP?
You don't need to. When you make an ITV booking with Planet V, you’ll receive a rich set of controls that
instruct us on how you'd like your campaign delivered. Just select the targeting options that you want to
apply to your campaign and the platform will calculate the CPM based on the criteria you have selected. This
means optimisation is in your hands before you order and there are no unexpected costs.
Will I be able to make changes to my campaign after launch?
The first iteration of the self-serve platform will enable simple changes via our Ad Operations team to be
made to active campaigns. More change functionality will become available as the platform evolves.

Broadcasters
Is Planet V part of ITV or is it separate?
Planet V is operated by a subsidiary of ITV and currently only carries ITV inventory, but we’re looking to
widen the offering and will be welcoming new broadcasters to the platform soon.
As the UK's ultimate marketplace for video, Planet V is a sophisticated inventory and data management
technology that is designed to create a single, consistent sales platform for the nation’s favourite
broadcasters all within one transparent environment.
When will other broadcaster inventory be available on Planet V?
We're in active discussions with a number of broadcasters and hope to announce specifics soon.
On which terms will I be buying other broadcaster inventory?
As part of your normal trading agreements with each broadcaster.

When other broadcasters come on board, can I plan and buy one campaign across different
broadcasters?
At first, buys will be broadcaster specific, but we're looking at options to enhance this in the future.
I’m a broadcaster looking to join this new world. How do I find out more?
Email us hello@planet-v.co.uk and we’ll be in touch.

Reporting
What data can I get from Planet V for use in my own BI tool?
Our reporting portal provides rolled-up data for campaign delivery. This is available for download.
Can I get log level data/user level log data from Planet V?
We don't provide logs outside of the organisation to maintain the integrity and compliance of user data.
If I have my own list of users to target, can you do this?
We’re working with InfoSum in order to facilitate the use of advertisers’ first-party data, providing the
appropriate permissions are in place. For more information please contact hello@planet-v.co.uk
Will Planet V allow tracking?
Yes, for impression verification purposes and subject to your preferred partner being an ITV approved
vendor. Please note that for compliance reasons, responses are sanitised of personal data.
Can I see who else has seen my ad?
We’ll be able to provide summarised groups of the types of users that have seen your ads.
Will Planet V enable reporting across TV and online?
This is part of our long-term roadmap. Your Planet V representative will update you with developments.

